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Kpucmoifjep K11UU1Z- JlpoeKm IGCP 469- JloJOHeBecm
ifjallbCKUe KOHmuHeHmallbHbze 6uombt u o6cmaH08KU Ba
pucLjuucKozo ifjopllaHoa u coceoHux Me:xczopHblX 6ac
ceuHoB. 3a~a'!a :noro nRTHJieTHero npoeKTa- Hccne~o
BaTb naneo3KonorH'IeCKue H3MeHeHIDI B Espone 11 Cesep
HoH: AMepHKe B CBR3H c sapHCU.HHCKHM oporeHe3oM (n03-
.JHHH secr<lJaJih - paHHHH cre<PaH). B '!aCTHOCTH BHHMa
HHe 6y~eT COCpe~OTO'IeHO Ha KapTHHY BbiMHpaHH$1 na
.leOTpOnH'IeCKHX 60JIOT B HHCKHX 'laCTRX peJibe<lJa H Ha 
pa3BiiT!1e Me')l(rOpHblX 6accei%HOB B COCe~HHX BapliCU.IiHC-
1\.l{)( rOpHbiX u.enRX. llpoeKT 06be~HHHT ce~HMeHTOJIOfH
'IeCKiie H naneoHTOJIOrH'IeCKHe ~aHHhie. Ey~er c~eJiaHo 
o6o6meHue H cpaBHeHue HH<lJopMaU.Iili no ce~uMeHTOJio
rH'!eCKiiM a3MeHeHiiRM B or~eJibHhiX 6accei%Hax. AKU.eHT 
6ylleT flOCTaBJieH Ha li3MeHeHHR, CBR3aHHbie C ~peHHpO
BaHHeM BO~ H C H3MeHeHHRMH HX ypOBH$1. ,n_n$1 Ka')l(~OfO 
H3 OCHOBHbiX n03~HeBeCT<lJaJibCKHX If paHHecre<lJaHCKHX 
l\aMeHHOyrOJibHblX 6acceHHOB B HCCJie~OBaHHOM perHOHe 
6ylleT lf3fOTOBJieHa o6o6meHHaR 6a3a ~aHHblX. llpH 3TOM 
6ylleT npHMeHRTbC$1 nOJIHBapHaHTHblH CTaTHCTH'!eCKifH 
aHaJIIf3. llaJIHHOJIOflf'leCKHe ~aHHhie 6y,nyT HCnOJib30-
BaHbl ~JI$1 lfCCJie,noBaHH$1 06J.l{HX lf3MeHeHHH naneorponH
'IeCKOH pacTHTeJibHOCTH. KoHTHHeHTaJihHaR <lJayHa 3Toro 
nepHo~a BeCbMa OrpaHH'IeHa, HO npH HaJIH'IHif COOT
BeTCTBYIOJ.l{lfX nane0300JIOrH'!eCKifX ~aHHbiX, B Oco6eHOC
TH 0 HaCeKOMbiX, 0 'IJieHHCTOHOflfX H 0 '!epBRX (B TOM 
'llfC;le If lfX CJie~OB), TO')l(e 6y.u.eT BKJIJO'I.eHa B o6o6meHHSl. 
0JKHllaeMhiH CHHTe3 ~aCT B03MO')l(HOCTb nOJIY'IHTb HaH
OO.lee nonHyro KapTHHY naneo3Konoru'lecKoH: o6cTaHOB
!.:H Ha TeppHTOpHRX, HCflbiTaBUIHX BJIHS!HHe BapHCU.HHCKO
fO oporeHe3a, H 6y~eT uMeTb Ba')l(HOe 3Ha'leHHe ~JIR no
HW\taHHR ero 3BOJIIOU.HH. 

Abstract. This five-year project is to investigate the palae
oecological changes in Europe and North America that result
ed from the Variscan Orogeny (late Westphalian-early Steph
anian). In particular, we will be looking at the pattern of dis
ruption to the lowland palaeotropical swamp habitats and the 
development of intramontane basins within the adjoining 
Variscan Mountains. The project will integrate data from the 
sedimentological and fossil record. Evidence of sedimento
logical changes that took place in the different basins will be 
collated and compared, especially those changes that affected 
drainage patterns and water-table levels. An integrated palae
ofloristic database is to be developed for each of the main late 
Westphalian and earliest Stephanian coal basins in the study 
area, and investigated by multivariate statistical analysis. Pal
ynology will be used to investigate overall changes in the pal
aeotropical vegetation. Terrestrial faunas of this age are on the 
whole limited, but where available we will integrate palaeo
zoological data, especially from insects, arachnids and verte
brates (including tracks). The resulting synthesis will provide 
the most complete environmental picture to date of these Var
iscan-affected habitats, and will have important consequenc
es for our understanding of the evolution of the Variscan 
Orogeny. 
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Introduction 

The Variscan Orogeny resulted from the closure 
of the Rheic Ocean, as the Gondwana and Lau
russia plates collided during the Pennsylvanian 
(Late Carboniferous) Subperiod. It was one of the 
three major Phanerozoic orogenies in Europe and 
eastern North America, and is thus critical for our 
overall geological understanding of the region. It 
also had a major impact on the contemporaneous 
environment, as it resulted in a tract of lowlands 
developing adjacent to the plate-suture (Fig. 1). 
These palaeotropical lowlands became densely 
vegetated by lycophyte dominated swamp forests 
(ki'iown as the Coal Forests), which generated 
thick peat deposits that later changed into coal. 
For most of the early Westphalian Epoch (c. 316 
- 311 Ma - chronology according to Menning et 
al. 2000 Times Scale B), conditions across this 
plain were relatively stable, the only significant 
disturbance being due to periodic eustatic flood
ing (Calver, 1968). However, in the late West
phalian (c. 305- 311 Ma) Variscan tectonic activ
ity caused instability in the area, which started to 
break up into a series of separate basins, which 
seemed to have differed from each other in eleva
tion, sedimentary regime, drainage patterns, and 
vegetation. 

Development of the Project 

Much attention has been given to the tectonic 
history of the Variscan Orogen and how this af
fects our understanding of the observable geolo
gy of these areas (e.g. Kossmat, 1927; Franke et 
al., 2000). However, less attention has been giv
en to how it impacted on the environment and 
biotas of the time. If a comparable event occurred 
today, it would undoubtedly be regarded as a ma
jor ecological catastrophe, resulting in significant 
changes in local biodiversity, and charting these 
changes has an intrinsic interest for palaeontolo
gists and geologists. Understanding the factors 
influencing peat-development here also has po
tentially significant economic consequence. Al
though coal has recently declined in importance 
as an energy resource in Europe and North Amer
ica, as oil and gas reserves diminish, coal may 
again become important. Understanding how the 
Pennsylvanian coals were formed and what af
fected their distribution, will be vital to their effi
cient exploitation in the future. 

It has also recently become evident that these 
events in the Pennsylvanian Subperiod may help 
us understand modern-day environmental chang
es, as it is the only other pre-Quaternary time 
when global conditions were comparable to what 

Fig. 1. Distribution of coal forests during the late Westphalian in Europe and North America. Based on a base map by Scotese 
(1986), with the distribution of the forests adapted from Haszeldine (1984) and Calder (1998) 
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we have today (Gastaldo et al., 1996, Cleal and 
Thomas, 1999). In particular, it may help us un
derstand the interrelationship between tropical 
forests, atmospheric C0

2
, and global climates. 

The Variscan Orogeny had a significant impact 
on the Pennsylvanian tropical forests. Did this 
have any wider-reaching impacts on the global 
environment? 

This is of course not the first attempt to synthe
sise the palaeontology and sedimentology from 
across the Variscan region. However, previous at
tempts have tended to be made by individual sci
entists, combining their own experiences ob
tained when visiting other coal-basins and collec
tions, with evidence from the literature. Whilst 
such studies have undoubtedly brought some in
sights to the problem, they have not proved total
ly successful for mainly practical reasons. The 
experience necessary for the proper understand
ing of the palaeontology and sedimentology of a 
coal-basin is difficult to obtain by an outside ex
pert from just a short visit; only the local expert 
will have that experience. On the other hand, just 
collating data from the literature can encounter 
problems of uneven nomenclature used in differ
ent countries. 

IGCP 469 aims to overcome some of these 
problems by bringing together a team of special- . 
ists from across the Variscan area. The philoso
phy behind the project was developed during a 
collaborative project funded as part of the NATO 
Science Programme, which involved palaeobota
nists from Canada, the United Kingdom and Bul
garia. It gave us the opportunity to visit each oth
er 's collections, and discuss issues of taxonomy 
and palaeoecology, and gave greater insight into 
the development of vegetation across the Varis
can Foreland than could have been 'obtained if we 
were operating independently. We therefore de
cided to expand the project geographically, to in
clude other coal basins, both from the Foreland 
itself and the associated intramontane basins. We 
also expanded it to include evidence from terres
trial faunas and sedimentology, to obtain a more 
complete picture of the environmental changes 
taking place. 

It is not our intention for the whole team to 
study all of the palaeontology and sedimentology 
from across this area. Rather, it is to allow discus
sions between the various team-members, to see 
where the conceptual and nomenclatural disa
greements can be resolved. This should allow us 
to develop sets of data from the different coal-ba
sins, that are of consistent format, and use con
sistent terminology and taxonomic nomencla
ture, and thus allow a meaningful synthesis to be 
made. 

Objectives of the project 

The following objectives have been established 
in order to achieve an overall understanding of 
the environmental changes that took place in the 
Pennsylvanian equatorial Coal Forests. 
• Development of a comprehensive biodiversi

ty. inventory of the biota of the clastic-sub
strate habitats as preserved in the adpression 
record (sensu Shute and Cleal, 1986) in the 
different coal basins in the region. 

• Investigation of this inventory using multivar
iate techniques to establish biogeographical 
patterns within the region. 

• Determine patterns of biodiversity change in 
these habitats. 

• Identification of chronological changes in the 
regional composition of the vegetation, prin
cipally by looking at the palynology. 

• Comparison of the sedimentology of the dif
ferent coal basins, to establish what physical 
constraints were to the development of the 
Coal Forest vegetation. 

• Estimation of the coal reserves that originally 
existed and now exist in this area. The former 
will give some idea as to the carbon down 
draw represented by these forests; the latter 
will give some idea as to the future potential 
of these coals as an energy resource. 

• An improved biostratigraphical resolution 
across the Moscovian-Kasimovian GSSP in 
terrestrial facies. 

• A clearer understanding of the topographic 
changes taking place across the Variscan 
Foreland and Mountains during the late 
Westphalian and early Stephanian, and how 
this r~lates to the tectonics of the Variscan 
Orogeny. 

• Establishing a geoconservation strategy for 
these deposits, with the possibility of devel
oping geotourism. 

In the first instance, the work will be limited to 
eastern North America, and northern, central and 
eastern Europe. The more heavily marine-influ
enced basins such as the Cantabrian Mountains 
(Spain), Illinois (USA) and the Donets (Ukraine) 
tended to have somewhat different vegetation and 
were subjected to different tectonic influences. 
By restricting the work to the mainly non-marine 
sequences of the Variscan Foreland and the intra
montane basins of the Variscan Mountains, the 
project will therefore have a more sharply fo
cused remit. Nevertheless, there is clearly the po
tential for extending the work into these other ar
eas at a later date. 
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Vegetation biodiversity inventories 

Vegetation is generally recognised as one of the 
most sensitive indicators of environmental chan
ge in modem terrestrial habitats (e.g. Birks and 
Birks, 1980). It is likely, therefore, that the palae
obotanical record will be the best means of inter
preting the evolution of terrestrial environments 
in these Variscan habitats. The main problem is 
that plant macrofossils give only a very partial 
record of the vegetation in the Coal Forests, 
mainly of the plants growing on the physically 
raised, clastic-rich substrates, especially of the 
river-levees (e.g. Gastaldo, 1985, Cleal and Tho
mas, 1994). These formed only a very small part 
of the plant-mass represented by the Coal For
ests, most of which comprised the water-logged, 
lycophyte-dominated back swamp vegetation. 
Great care must therefore be taken when trying to 
make palaeoecological interpretations of the 
Coal Forests from the adpression record. Never
theless, provided there is a consistency in com
paring floras from comparable facies, it is possi
ble to use the adpression record for palaeofloris
tic work. 

Establishing reliable and consistent biodiversi
ty inventories for the different coal basins obvi
ously requires a consistent taxonomy for the plant 
species. Despite over two centuries of investiga
tion on these floras, there is still a remarkable de
gree of inconsistency in the taxonomy being used 
by palaeobotanists in different countries. This is 
a major problem that must be overcome if the in
ventories are to be compared. To achieve this, a 
series of workshops will be held in the principal 
centres for palaeobotanical collections from the 
main late Westphalian coal basins. This will 
bring together specialists in the taxonomy of var
ious plant groups with local palaeobotanists who 
are familiar with the fossil floras in their particu
lar areas. The meetings will facilitate, where nec
essary, systematic revisions of the plants in the 
different basins in order to achieve the consisten
cy in taxonomy that the project requires. When 
we say that a particular species occurs in area 1 
and area 2, we will be confident that we are talk
ing about the same species. 

Palaeofloristics 

Provincialism in the late Westphalian floras of 
Europe and North America has been identified by 
a number of authors, most notably by Gothan 
(1951 , 1954) based on his extensive experience 
of the European fossil floras (see also Tenchov, 
1975). Gothan's wide-ranging reviews of the ad
pression floras of this age suggest that there were 
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clear differences in the vegetation between the 
different basins, especially between the lowland 
areas of the Variscan Foreland and the intramon
tane basins of the Variscan Mountains. However, 
because they were such wide-ranging reviews, 
the empirical systematic evidence on which they 
were based could rarely be documented in the 
papers. More focused studies on specific plant 
groups, such as on Sphenophyllum (Storch, 
1980), the neuropteroides (Cleal and Shute, 
1995), and Neuralethopteris (Goubet et al. 2000) 
were able to present the data on which the analy
ses were based, and seemed broadly to support 
Gothan's thesis of provincialism in Pennsylvani
an vegetation. However, only a small number of 
plant groups have so far been the subject of such 
focused studies, and other authors have expressed 
doubt as to the level of vegetational provincial
ism in these floras (e.g. Laveine, 1977). 

Analysing the biodiversity inventories for flo
ristic patterns can be done in various ways, but 
experience from studies of Mesozoic floristics 
suggests that ordination analysis is one of the 
more potent tools. Such a statistical approach has 
not been attempted in the Pennsylvanian, except 
for a preliminary broad-brush analysis that was 
based on an uncritical collation of earlier taxo
nomic lists (Rowley et al., 1985). In the present 
project, we therefore intend to include specialists 
in this type of analysis that have previously con
centrated on geologically younger floras. In this 
way, we can investigate the floristic database that 
has been developed using a consistent taxonomy, 
using the best available methods of analysis. 

Palynology 

As noted earlier, the adpression record in the 
clastic deposits reflects only a very small part of 
the Coal Forests vegetation. For mainly biostrati
nomic reasons, remains of the lycophyte domi
nated backswamp vegetation rarely found its way 
into the flood basin lakes, where most of the fin
er-grained clastic sediment was deposited (Field
ing, 1984; for a modem analogue, see Gastaldo et 
al. , 1987). If we are to understand the vegetation 
of the greater part of the Coal Forests, we have to 
examine different sources of data. 

The coal ball record, which provides anatomi
cal preservation of plant remains within the coals, 
is probably the best means of approaching this 
problem (e.g. DiMichele et al., 1985, DiMichele 
and Phillips, 1994, Phillips and DiMichele, 
1998). However, coal balls normally only occur 
when there is marine influence (Scott and Rex, 
1985) and the area to be covered in this study is 
virtually void of marine conditions except for 



some brief transgressions during early Bolsovian 
times (Calver, 1968). 

The only other approach to this problem is pal
ynology (linked with coal petrography). Pollen 
and spores preserved within the coals provide ev
idence of a markedly different type of vegetation 
to that preserved in the adpression record of the 
clastic strata (e.g. Smith, 1962) and probably rep
resent mainly the local vegetation of the back 
swamps (e.g. compare Jackson, 1994). A combi
nation of problems (phylogenetic convergence, 
pollen/spore ontogeny, infraspecific variation) 
makes it difficult to give an exact correlation be
tween the palynological record and the sorts of 
morphospecies identifiable in the adpression 
record. Nevertheless, palynology is potentially an 
important tool for identifying changes in the 
broad composition of the vegetation (e.g. Smith, 
1957, 1962, Phillips et al., 1985). It also provides 
important insights into how the vegetation varied 
in composition across the swamp, and its rela
tionship to factors such as precipitation. Where 
there is a good palynological record from the 
coals, this will be taken into account, such as in 
Saar-Lorraine (e.g. Alpern et al. , 1967), Central 
Bohemia (e.g. Oplustil et al., 1999), the Do
brudzha Coalfield (Lacheva and Dimitrova, 
1984, Dimitrova, 1997), and the Sydney Coal
field (e.g. Hacquebard, 1997). 

Recent studies have also shown that palynolo
gy can be used to obtain an understanding of 
overall composition of the forests. There is now 
sufficient evidence from in situ pollen and spores 
(e.g. Balme, 1995; Bek and Oplustil, 1998) for us 
to relate most palynological morphogenera to 
their parent plant orders, and often families. Coal 
palynology tends to be heavily influenced by very 
local changes in the vegetation, but the palynolo
gy of the clastic deposits provides a much broad
er sample of the vegetation of the Coal Forests. 
The project will therefore aim to encourage fur
ther studies of this type across the research area. 

Faunas 

There are virtually no marine deposits within the 
sequences to be studied, and so evidence from 
marine faunas obviously cannot be incorporated 
within the project. Most terrestrial faunas were 
still relatively restricted in diversity and abun
dance in the Pennsylvanian. The most wide
spread are body-fossils of insects and spiders, and 
trace fossils of vertebrates, but there have been 
few attempts at regional studies of their biogeog
raphy. The project will, therefore, aim to develop 
a database of the distribution of these fossils 
across the Variscan Foreland and Mountains, and 

to use this to establish biogeographical patterns 
for these groups. 

Non-marine bivalves have traditionally been an 
integral part of the study of these deposits, both 
for biostratigraphy and palaeoecology. However, 
there are currently no active specialists in this 
field in Europe, so we have restricted the study to 
terrestrial faunas. 

Biostratigraphy and correlation 

Comparisons of both the adpression and palyno
logical records will clearly only be meaningful if 
they can be done in a robust chronological con
text; it is essential that we compare floras of sim
ilar ages. The difficulty is that the most detailed 
biostratigraphical work on these deposits is based 
on the macrofloras (e.g. Cleal, 1978, 1984a, 
1984b, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1997; Kotasowa, 1979; 
Wagner et al., 1983; Zodrow, 1986; Wagner and 
Alvarez-Vazquez, 1991; Kotasowa and Migier, 
1995) and there is clearly great potential for cir
cular argument. It will, therefore, be essential that 
we re-examine the basis of the biostratigraphy on 
which these correlations are made. This will also 
enable us to compare the floristic results within 
the region being studied with evidence from oth
er areas (e.g. northern Spain, North Africa, 
Ukraine, Turkey). 

This part of the stratigraphical column is cur
rently under renewed investigation as part of the 
search for a stratotype for the proposed Moscov
ian-Kasimovian GSSP :(Villa, 2002). Although 
this GSSP is to be defined in a marine sequence, 
its effectiveness . as a chronostratigraphical 
boundary will be enhanced if it can also be iden
tified in non-marine sequences, such as those be
ing studied in the presently proposed project. The 
improved macrofloral and palynological bios
tratigraphical data that we hppe to collate will 
hopefully improve correlations with the mixed 
marine - non-marine sequences jn the Donets 
and northern Spain, which In tum should allow 
the GSSP to be located in the exclusively non
marine Variscan area. 

Sedimentary environments 

Sedimentology provides a direct insight into as
pects of the physical environment of the time, es
pecially those relating to substrate and water-ta
ble levels. This can be at the 'broad-brush' level, 
of looking at the changes between grey coal-bear
ing facies, to red-bed facies, to alluvial sandstone 
facies, which can help us understand regional 
topographic changes taking place in response to 
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Variscan tectonics. It can also be at the level of 
examining the details of drainage patterns within 
basins (e.g. Tenchov, 1993), which can also 
change in response to tectonic movement. 

Sedimentology is also an important tool for 
helping understand the palaeontological record. 
It has been known for many years that the compo
sition of fossil floras can vary according to the 
sedimentological facies in which they are pre
served (e.g. Dragert, 1964; Scott, 1978, 1979; 
Gastaldo, 1985). It has also been argued that the 
general sedimentary regime in a basin may affect 
the vegetation growing there (Tenchov, 1976). 
Integrating the palaeontological and sedimento
logical record will therefore be critical for devel
oping a full understanding of what was happening 
to the environment at this time. 

Geoconservation 

Much of the area being covered by IGCP 469 has 
little rock exposure and a large part of the data has 
to be obtained from artificial workings such as 
underground coal mines, and from boreholes. 
This makes it all the more important that we iden
tify those areas where there is outcrop and we 
look at the possibilities of trying to conserve the 
sites. In Europe, one of the best areas for this is 
southern Britain and some sites here are being 
actively conserved (Cleal and Thomas, 1996). 
Even here, though, it is clear that not all of the 
important sites meriting conservation have been 
identified. 

Protecting this resource of geological informa
tion is of course of direct interest to the specialist 
geologists such as those involved in IGCP 469, 
but it is also of relevance to a wider community. 
Much of the research area has in recent years be
ing suffering economically, as coal mining has 
declined and in many cases disappeared. These 
areas have been forced to develop new areas of 
economic activity, usually within the framework 
of sustainable development. Tourism could be 
developed partly to fill this gap in economic ac
tivity, although in many cases the coalfields may 
not be thought to have much to offer in this field. 
The one thing that some do have is their geologi
cal heritage and the historical mining heritage 
that goes with it. There is increasing awareness 
that geotourism can be developed to increase vis
itor-numbers to an area, especially through the 
development of Geoparks. IGCP 469 will keep 
this potential in mind when investigating the sur
face geology of the research area. 
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Conclusion 

Much of this work could of course be carried out 
independently in the different countries, but 
bringing the national groups of specialists togeth
er will confer many benefits. There is the obvious 
advantage of allowing different approaches and 
interpretations to be compared in different geo
logical settings. Perhaps the most significant ad
vantage, however, is that it will help overcome 
the problem of regional differences that exist in 
scientific nomenclature, including palaeontolog
ical taxonomy. This inconsistency has been a ma
jor stumbling-block to making a proper synthesis 
of the available data, and is a problem which an 
international project such as this is ideally placed 
to overcome. Bringing together specialists from 
throughout the region will enable a consistent 
nomenclature to be developed, which can then be 
used in each country. Without such international 
collaboration, a meaningful biogeographical 
analysis becomes very difficult. 
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